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BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY ‘OPEN’ 
Monday 29th August 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

The look of surprise and, in some cases, of trepidation on many drivers faces was something to 
behold! Why? The track was damp due to somebody being let loose with a hose the previous day (or 
had it rained? No it never, or rarely, rains at Braxted!) but there were no puddles. There were 
however plenty of worm casts, somewhat earlier than usual. The track design team had done, as 
usual, a fantastic job setting out an anti-clockwise running track making use of as large an area as 
possible and utilising the astro-turf features. 
Yes, it was the inclusion of a brand new 
portable ‘cross-over/bridge’ that was causing 
amazement! This had been designed and 
constructed entirely by David Brazington and 
Danny Conway during the two weeks 
following the last Meeting and what a great job 
they had done. Many drivers looked at it and, 
from their faces, obviously had reservations. 
Would it work? Would it be ‘jumpable’? Maybe it would be fine for the bigger 1/8th Nitros but 
would their smaller 1/10th cousins be able to cope? 
A practice beforehand would soon determine what was in store. It was found that some cars jumping 
the mesh ‘bridge’ component were having problems negotiating the sharp right-hand bend after the 
exit but this was soon remedied by judicious re-placing of the track ropes. 
After practice everyone seemed much happier and it was agreed that the new addition would not pose 
a problem. With plenty of technical sections, and a fast straight section, we were in for some really 
interesting racing.  

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Danny Conway  Kristian Gibbs Anthony French 

‘B’ Nitro Ashley Roat Lewis Halliday Morgan Wakeling 
    

2wd ‘A’ Electric Danny Conway  William Innocent  Scott Fitzgerald 

2wd ‘B’ Electric Paul Lee Simon Tompsett  Jim Shepherd 

    

FTQ Nitros Danny Conway  12/368.35 (Round 4)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Danny Conway    9/304.79 (Round 4)  

FTQ 4wd Electric David Brazington   9/310.48 (Round 1)  

4wd Electric Craig Fisher David Brazington Paul Lee 
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Although it was not the warmest of days for August it did, nevertheless, remain dry all day. Any 
sounds of thunder heard during the day by ‘Yours Truly’ when dark clouds loomed overhead were 
traced to the sound of wheels when some cars landed on the mesh bridge! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The ‘hair-dryer’ Nitros were sent out first and Anthony French set the target with 12 laps. In the 
subsequent Nitro heats Mark Everitt was the only driver to manage 12 laps, knocking 9 seconds off 
Anthony's time to take TQ. The 2wd Electric heats followed with Danny Conway taking TQ with 9 
laps racing his old faithful RC10 and finishing 1 second ahead of Wayne Pratley. In the 4wd Electric 
heat Craig Fisher came in a lap ahead with 9 laps. 
By Round 2 the track had well and truly dried out, so improvements could be expected. The cross-
over/bridge was working well and drivers were becoming more confident, to the extent that we were 
witnessing some ‘Big Air’ jumps! A contingency plan had been worked out to send out the club 
Ferret should any car get stuck under the bridge but in the event, it wasn‘t needed! In Nitros Mark 
Everitt, Kristian Gibbs and Anthony French did 12 laps with Mark improving by 2 seconds to retain 
TQ. Danny, by the way, was doing his own thing running in a new engine. In the 2wd Electric heats 
Danny and William Innocent were the only drivers to achieve 9 laps with Danny improving by 28 
seconds with his RC10! Craig retained TQ in 4wd Electric, improving by 5 seconds with David 
Brazington and Paul Lee also on 9 laps. 
Now that everyone was well-acquainted with the track and new feature we could expect, and got, 
some real ‘posing’ as the cars negotiated the bridge! Mark, Kristian, Anthony and Danny were the 
fastest Nitro drivers in Round 3 - on 12 laps - and Danny now posed a distinct threat having got his 
car tuned and set up. He was 3rd fastest and only 9 seconds behind Mark. Although Wayne improved 
his 2wd Electric time Danny remained in TQ position. Likewise, David Brazington improved his 4wd 
Electric time but Craig’s Round 2 time - 9 seconds ahead - was sufficient for him to stay on his perch 
in this class. 
Round 4 was to be the decider for Final positions and after a tremendous race, Danny came up trumps 
by knocking 2 seconds off Mark’s Nitro TQ time. Kristian was only 4 seconds behind and was 
showing great potential. Danny remained supreme in 2wd Electric and improved by 4 seconds (the 
RC10 did have new tyres!). Wayne and William posed the nearest threats. Craig was toppled from his 
perch in 4wd Electrics by David Brazington who knocked 1/100th second off his time to take TQ! 
Hooray for transponders! 

Race Report (Continued) 
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As time was on our side it was decided to run ‘Normal’ and ‘Marshall-Less’ Finals, Electrics running 
for 5 minutes and Nitros for 10 minutes. 
The 2wd Electric ‘B’ Final was won outright by Paul Lee, a lap ahead of Simon Tompsett. 
‘Gentleman Jim’ Shepherd, who had been minding his own business until now, obviously decided 
that enough was enough, drove a steady race, and came home a creditable 3rd. 
The 2wd Electric ‘A’ Final was won by - guess who? Danny Conway’s RC10 (Danny was driving it, 
by the way!). William drove a great race but was unable to keep up with Danny and finished 2nd. I 
suspect that many drivers will now be scouring eBay for an original RC10 - what a car! In the 4wd 
Electric Final Craig got his own back to win by 14 seconds from David, with Paul Lee in 3rd place. 
The Nitro ‘B’ Final was won by Ashley Roat after a great battle with junior Morgan Wakeling and 
pole-man Lewis Halliday who suffered a long lap mid-way through on which Ashley capitalised. Paul 
Noy was also in the picture, and these four finished with 17 laps.  
The Nitro ‘A’ Final was something else! Mark Everitt, 2nd on the grid, shot into the lead from the off 
but Danny took control after a few laps. Kristian and Anthony were far from slow and it eventually 
became a battle for 2nd and 3rd places. Danny finished in fine style on 20 laps, the other three on 19 
laps, with Kristian pipping Anthony by 4 seconds to finish 2nd.  
The Marshal-Less Finals rounded off the day with the 2wd Electrics going first. Of these, four 
remained on their wheels throughout with Danny producing the fastest time. Craig was the only one 
to stay on his wheels in the 4wd Electric event. In the Nitro class, Paul Noy was the only legitimate 
finisher in the ‘B’ Final, but 4 out of 6 finished on their wheels in the ‘A’ Final after an epic race with 
Danny winning on 20 laps, only 3 seconds slower than his ‘normal’ Final time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A great end to a great days ‘glitch-free’ racing! The racing had been very competitive and friendly. 
Isn’t this what it’s all about? The new cross-over/bridge had proved itself and the consensus was that 
it made a significant contribution to track design, giving much more scope and providing additional 
entertainment for spectators! Special thanks to David and Danny for undertaking the work on this. 

Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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